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HTML pages can contain links that open PDF files to a web browser using an Adobe Acrobat product (Adobe Acrobat Acrobat Professional or Standard, Adobe Acrobat 3D, or Adobe Reader) plug-in that is installed in supported versions of Netscape Navigator, Mozilla Firefox, Microsoft
Internet Explorer, or Safari (Mac OS). When you open a PDF file in a web browser, the first page of the PDF file will be shown by default. You can add a string to the HTML link so a PDF file opens and jumps to a specified page or destination set. To use either of these two methods, do the
following: How can I create a web link to load the target PDF, and be automatically taken in part of the specified PDF document in the named URL? A: If you have a PDF file stored on a web server you can create an HTML Link to point to a specified location in the PDF by adding argument
at the end of the URL address. There are 2 options available: Note: This works only for HTTP or HTTPS locations and requires the browser or PDF visit plugin (currently supported by most major applications) supporting the destination property of the URL. If the application or browser is not
then it will just open on the first page of the document. Opening to a Specific Page An HTML link can be used to open in a specific page of the PDF file by adding the argument #page=[page number] at the end of the URL. For example, the following URL will open a PDF file named
sample.pdf on page 4: You can also use this HTML tag in a web page to open a PDF file named sample.pdf on page 4: the opening text link Set to PDF to a destination is an &lt;a href= 4&gt;point end&lt;/a&gt; named (similar to a cast of HTML) is stored in the pages of the PDF document.
Destinations can also be used in an HTML URL to point to a specified destination by adding #[destination name] to the end of the URL link. Step 1: Create a destination with the PDF following the below steps: Open the Destination pane by clicking the button on the left side of the PDF
Studios window Set Zoom and page where you want it on the screen to click the Create Destination button To Destination The design a name and Click OK to apply these notes: Use a name with no space to make it easier to link to step 2: Create the HTML link to open the Destination to the
PDF by adding the argument [[destination name] to the end of the URL. For example, the following URL will open a PDF file named sample.pdf to a destination named index: You can also use this HTML tag in a web page to open a PDF file named sample.pdf to a destination named index:
html page text links can contain links containing links that contain links named index: link text html page may contain which can contain links to named index: link &lt;a href= amp;gt;text&lt;/a&gt; HTML page may contain links that may link to links that link to links that may link to links that
contain links to links that may link to links that contain links to links containing links to links that may link to links that may link to links that may link to links that contain links to links that may link to links with links to links that contain links to links to links to links to links to links to links to links to
links that may link to links to links that contain links to links that may link to links to links that contain links to links to links to links that contain links to links to links that contain links to links that contain links to links that contain links to links to links that contain links to links that contain links to
links that contain links to links to links that contain links to links that contain links to links that contain links to links to links that contain links to links that contain links to links that contain links to links that may link to links that contain links to links that may link PDF files in a web browser using
an Adobe Acrobat product (Adobe Acrobat Professional or Standard, Adobe Acrobat 3D, or Adobe Reader) plug-in which is installed to support versions of Netscape Navigator, Mozilla Firefox, Microsoft Internet Explorer, or Safari (Mac OS). When you open a PDF file in a web browser, the
first page of the PDF file will be shown by default. You can add a string to the HTML link so a PDF file opens and jumps to a specified page or destination set. To use either of these two methods, do the following: To target an HTML link to a specific page in a PDF file, add #page=[page
number] at the end of the link URL. For example, this HTML tag opens page 4 in a PDF file named myfile.pdf: If you use &lt;A href= 4&gt;LOC Server UNC (\\sevename\folder) in a link, put the links open at a destination set using the procedure in this section. If you use URL that contains
local hard drive address (c:\\folder\), you cannot link to page number or destination set. With Adobe Acrobat7.0 generated, a link to a page number will work only if you use HTTP or HTTPS locations. Local UNC server will only work if you use the destination methods laid out in this section of
this document. A destination is the end point of a link represented by text in the Destination tab. Destination allows you to set navigation paths across a collection of Adobe PDF documents. Linking to a destination is recommended when you are connecting via documents because, unlike a
link to a page, a link to a destination is not affected by the addition or deletion of pages in the target document. To set a destination in Acrobat 7.0 (Professional or Standard): 1. Enter the Zoom location and page in the way you want it on the screen. 2. Select View &gt; Navigation Tab &gt; to
open the Destination tab. Select Options &gt; New Destination from the Destination tab. Give the destination a name. 5. Create an HTML link that points to this destination by adding #[destination name] to the end of the URL links. For example, this HTML tag opens a destination named
glosser in a PDF file named myfile.pdf: Sourced from &lt;A href= amp;gt;A The Acrobat Support Update PaChris Grant on 29th February 2020 the Create Page Links tool allows you to automatically turn all numbers on an area to the page of active link which will link each number of the
corresponding pages in the document. It's ideal for making sections of documents, such as the table of contents and indexing, more intelligent and easier to use. It is simply a question of selecting part of the page or range of pages you want to scan, and then run the tool to turn them into
active hyperlinks. To create page links:1. On the Page Layout tab, in the Navigation group, &lt;/A&gt;&lt;/A&gt; click the arrowClick Auto Page Link.3. To specify the area of the page or page range to process, do either of the following: To scan only one area of the page, click and drag the
cursor to select it, and then specify the pages to scan the page, or a range of whole pages, select the Range option, and then enter the included pages. Click Options to set the appearance of the links.5. Click the Create button to generate the hyperlinks. One of our customers, Jason,
recently asked: Is there a way to connect to a page provided by .pdf and DOCman? I usually just copy / send the file link like this: Is there a way to get it to open in page 6 of this document for example? Yes, you can. Keep in mind that not all browsers open PDFs. Microsoft Internet Explorer
and Safari (Mac OS) are able to open PDF files in the browser using the Adobe Adobe Acrobat plug in. Google Chrome and Mozilla Firefox will open PDF files in the browser and (in-time-to-write) are the only browsers that support PDF pages linked with. Here's how it's done. HTML
Anchors You probably already know that in HTML, you can link to a specific part of the page using ink. For example: &lt;!-- example-page.html --&gt;&lt;h3 id=html-anchor&gt;title This is an html&lt;/h3&gt;go to the title with this html ink when you click on the link in &lt;!-- example-page-2.html
--&gt; &lt;a href=example-page.html#html-anchor&gt;&lt;/a&gt;example-page2.html, your browser will redirect you to the correct location of example-page.html, regardless of how far down the page it is. OK, that's pretty clear, so how do we achieve this in a PDF file? Connecting to a page in
a PDF file PDF file no longer contains anchors that can be linked to, instead you can link to a specific page like this: In Chrome and Firefox this URL will link the user to &lt;a href=pdf-document.pdf#page=11&gt;11 in pdf-document.pdf. Note: This is not a search string, although it looks like
one. We're using a hash instead of a question mark. Connecting to a page of a DOCman document associated with a PDF file in order to connect to a page in a DOCman document associated with a PDF file you must first find the url link to the PDF file. You can find out the pdf file link by
right-clicking on the View button in the DOCman document and copying the link address, or you can just add /files at the end of the URL in the document. Once you have copied the link address, simply paste it into your content and paste your page hash at the end of the PDF file url link. For
example: become: 11 this time! Get started supercharge your Joomla document management with DOCman. Go ahead and try docman on our demo or download it from our Support Center. Not yet a Get a subscription and &lt;/a&gt; Start starting DOCman Today! Be the first to know about
upcoming extensions, features, and news by following us on Twitter, Facebook or Linkedin Imagine a book. You turn to this page and so forth in Chapter 7. Having to get the start page of the chapter required you then can turn to this page. This page contains information that also links the
anchor chapter on a particular page of the book. Having found the link information you can go to the ink point. HTML allows for a task that seems to be done in an HTML document. This is the beginnings of the true power of HTML capabilities in one document to cross-reference itself and,
most importantly, information in other documents using hypertext links. When referencing a point in an HTML document (either the same document or another) when the link is called (or clicked) the browser positions in the reader at the anchor point. Any text that contains a link associated
with it is shown, by your browser, in a different color. Text containing an ink cast associated with it must be highlighted in this way: This must be typed at the beginning of the text &lt;a href=anchor type text&gt;link. Note: there is a space after a. Anchor type text takes different shapes
depending on whether the link reference is in the current document; reference another document on the same system or a resource on another system anywhere in the world! &lt;/a&gt;Is typed after the link textbox. To reference a cast point in the document the same description the link
takes this form: This is a reference at the bottom of this document note: # the character before the name of the anchor, ref1 in this case &lt;a href=#ref1&gt;a.&lt;/a&gt; the anchor name specified by you. Above would appear highlighted in this way when viewed by your browser: This is a
reference at the bottom of document &lt;a name=ref1&gt;&lt;/a&gt; this In the html document this must be displayed at the ink point: text to follow the link, click any part of the highlighted text. Use your browser's Back buttons to return to this calling point. Hello, here we are at the bottom of
this web page. You can use browser's Back button to return to the original text or, of course, we might use another ink point. Click this text to return to the text. Return to the text
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